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Next-generation fusion devices based on the tokamak confinement concept are
expected to emphasize steady-state operation. Such future reactors may include
designs like the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) and the
International Tokamak Reactor (INTOR). Effective means of non-inductive plasma
current drive would therefore be necessary.

This paper describes a concept for a current drive system based on negative ions
with beam energy > i MeV. Preliminary physics calculations show that the core
current necessary for stability enhancement can best be achieved by beams with
energy ranging from 1 to 4 MeV. Further study and experiments will better define
the optimum energy. Work under way at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
and at collaborating institutes in Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany is
defining a system, its elements, a configuration and operational scenarios deemed
appropriate for such devices as ITER and other future steady-state tokamaks, and
the requisite research and development to provide such a system.

The beam system under study comprises a negative ion source, low-energy beam
transport, a radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator (4-rod concept), funnels
(if needed) for beam combining, a plasma neutralize^ ion dumps for non-neutralized
particles, and the necessary auxiliary elements such as a vacuum system. The
system to be described isa35-MW (11.6-A, 3-MeV) unit with a neutralized beam-9 cm
in diameter that offers beam-machine interface ease. The status of each element is
discussed and indications of needed experiments and development are presented.

A summary of the physics needs and assumptions is given; this aspect will be
treated in more detail in other papers.

The fusion concept being emphasized throughout the world as the leading
candidate for an eventual power reactor is the tokamak confinement scheme. The
tokamak devices built to date are pulsed devices. Maintenance of a plasma current
will be required for steady-state operation. The plasma current must be maintained
noninductively in that any inductive approach requires a varying magnetic field with
a limited swing. Both particle and wave approaches to noninductive current drive
have been studied and tested to small extents [1-4]. The expanding worldwide
research to achieve the required plasma current drive is focusing on neutral beams
as the most promising concept for the next generation of ignition devices [5]. Two
aspects of using neutral beams to create the plasma current that support the
potential selection of this technique for reactors are (1) the relative credibility of
beams for driving current that derives from experimental evidence and (2) the
ability of beams to penetrate to the plasma eentar and drive the required core
current.

Simple analysis of beam current drive penetration shows that beam energies of
>1 MeV will be required in tokamak configurations such as ITER with Rfj = 4.5 m
and demonstration reactors with RQ - 6 m.
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The main issue that has deterred consideration of high-energy (>l-MeV)
deuterium beams in the past has been the lack of an adequate technology base,
although the idea for this application was proposed several years ago [6]. During
recent years, much has been accomplished in the beam acceleration technology
necessary for these high-energy beams. For example, the continuing negative ion
source developments are resulting in characteristics that are near-scalable. RFQ
accelerators have been successfully operated under very challenging conditions. The
operation of RFQs at, e.g., Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and the Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) has provided a valuable experimental database
from which scaling to the higher currents but much lower brightness and lower
current density beams acceptable for current drive systems can be done with some
confidence.

Design concepts for neutral beam current drive systems have been developed at
ORNL, in collaboration with CRNL [7], using the rf accelerator technology base that
has expanded so rapidly in recent years. In addition to the substantial and growing
database for the RFQ accelerator, a significant advantage accrues from the fact
that its driving power is rf in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) for
tokamaks, a very available and economical power source. Present accelerator
theory appears adequate to design such devices, and experience at other laboratories
with heavy ion accelerators at similar frequencies and light ion accelerators
operating near their space-charge limits lends confidence to the predictions of rf
properties and accelerator efficiencies calculated for the system described below.

The RFQ design is based on the 4-rod RFQ concept advanced by Schempp [8],
along with MeMichael and Hutcheon et al., which is particularly suitable for high-
current designs. Conceptual designs for RFQs with an output current of 3.7 A have
already been done and are under further study. Energy efficiencies of 6096 for room-
temperature RFQs are already obtainable, even though efficiency has been of
secondary interest to date because of the very short pulse and extremely low duty
factor of present applications. As a consequence, no serious effort has been made to
date to reduce the losses. A development program is being initiated to study the
potential of raising the RFQ room-temperature efficiency to as much over 8096, as
seems feasible from a cost payoff basis.

Several different forms of rf accelerators have been considered: in particular,
the MEQALAC, drift tube linear accelerators (linacs), and RFQs. Only the RFQ can
simultaneously provide continuous gentle bunching and strong focusing. It is an ideal
matching device between a continuously operating ion source and the discrete beam
bunches needed for rf accelerators. It is this development that makes possible the
efficient acceleration of very intense beams from low energies. Only four
electrodes are required in the entire RFQ system, which consists of a matching
section, an adiabatic buncher, and the accelerator with continuous radial focusing
throughout.

The system proposed by ORNL is shown conceptually in Fig. 1. It comprises
the negative ion source, a low-energy beam transport system to match the beam to
the RFQ, the RFQ, a plasma neutralizes and an ion dump. The higher efficiency (80-
85%) plasma neutralizer is used in the design, because the very small diameter (9
cm) of the beam exiting the RFQ permits the maintenance of the neutralizing
plasma with an insignificant plasma generating rf energy (-500 kW). Beam systems
with large cross sections, such as those in present fusion appications, would have
prohibitively large particle losses from the neutralizer ends, and the resulting
required plasma generating power would offset the plasma neutralizer efficiency
gain.

A variation of the system is shown in Fig. 2, where four of the systems in Fig. 1
are combined with beam funnels to produce a 35-MW beam. This configuration uses
four beam lines feeding one plasma neutralizer and ion dump. This arrangement
requires efficient two-beam to one-beam funnels and results in a high-power, small-
diameter beam and an easy interface with the tokamak.



It is apparent from a cursory study of this system that, in addition to relying only
on scaling of presently developed concepts, it has many attractive features for
tokamak application:

Very small diameter beam - Small tokamak ports
- Reduced volume near tokamak
- Reduced neutron backstreaming

Beam is bent before neutralizer - No neutron backstreaming to sensitive beam
components

- More machine interface flexibility
Low beam divergence - Canuse 10- to20-mdrifttubeafterneutralizer

(-lm-rad) - Can place key equipment farther from the
machine, behind shield

- Easier hands-on maintenance can result
The cost of the rf accelerated beam should be quite competitive with other rf

and beam concepts that may be considered for current drive.
The key issues to be addressed in pursuing the desired development of this system

include those related to the physics of high-energy beams, the system and component
designs and technology development necessary to meet the core current drive needs,
and the planning and execution of experiments on present and future fusion devices
that will help guide the evolution and application of high-energy neutral beams for
current drive, plasma heating, and possibly alpha diagnostics.

The following summary statements are offered:
• A plasma current drive mechanism is required to extrapolate present

tokamak physics and technology into a reactor regime.
• Core plasma current drive is essential in achieving the required current

profile for stability.
• Available (credible) current drive options are limited.
• Preliminary scoping studies indicate that high-energy (1- to 3-MeV) neutral

beams, coupled with some LH, provide a validated physics and technology
option that appears to be a good candidate for current drive in a reactor.

• Optimal tokamak and neutral beam parameters must be determined and
pursued.

• Related programs may be important; neutral beam heating, alpha particle
diagnostics, high-Z current drive, and experimental tests on confinement
devices (e.g., ATF).

It seems likely that a reactor-like tokamak can be made steady-state with 1- to
3-MeV beams to provide core plasma current drive.
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Figure 1. High-energy rf accelerated bedm module (9 MW): "basic building block."
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Figure 2 KF accelerated 3-MeV neutral beam system
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United Stales
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


